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Philadelphia’s Instantiation of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 
The 1980’s were a time filled with exciting advancements in science, music, civil rights 
expansion, and other interesting milestones for America, but it was also a decade of great strife 
and conflict.  In 1989, the Exxon-Valdez Oil spill devastated marine ecosystems; in 1986, the 
Chernobyl nuclear reactor exploded; and in 1981, the AIDS epidemic was identified and 
correlated to homosexuality, leading to a national, social persecution of gay persons in America, 
especially gay men (National Geographic Contributors).  Police brutality against LGBT persons 
was at its peak during this time, and the criminalization of the AIDS epidemic by joint groups in 
congress further weakened the civil standing of sexual minorities for years to come.   
The film Philadelphia is the product of this tumultuous period in American LGBT 
history.  It is a film that attempts to depict homophobia in America, and more specifically 
homophobia in the American workplace; it also illustrates the financial and emotional burden the 
AIDS epidemic placed on the gay community.  Philadelphia portrays the story of Andrew 
Beckett (Tom Hanks), a closeted high-profile lawyer who works for a prominent legal 
conglomerate.  Beckett is a carrier of AIDS and therefore struggles with containing the tell-tale 
symptoms of his illness.  He was a star attorney in his firm, gaining the accolades of his co-
workers and superiors; but, after failing to hide the tell-tale signs of the autoimmune disease, he 
was quickly dismissed from his position following a mysterious misplacement of important legal 
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documents.  Joe Miller (Denzel Washington), a homophobic personal injury attorney, eventually 
takes on Beckett’s case after witnessing discrimination against Beckett in a legal library. 
Philadelphia, therefore, depicts the perpetuation of homophobia in America and shows 
the attainment of distributive justice, thereby instantiating Aristotle's conception of the virtue of 
justice by communicating that all persons are still equal under the law through formal equality, 
despite their minority identity.  The film attains this through the dramatic narrative and 
connection between the Beckett case’s likeness towards, and fulfillment of, the strict Aristotelian 
definition of formal equality. This paper will interpret Aristotle’s original text from 
Nicomachean Ethics as it applies to his definition and model of what constitutes distributive 
justice as a means to attaining formal equality, and how this is expertly crafted into the film.  
Philadelphia is a dramatic essay on Aristotle’s ethics, and it more specifically nuances 
the concept of Aristotle’s structure and definition of formal equality.  In Nichomachean Ethics 
Aristotle frames his idea of formal equality by stating that entities which are alike should be 
treated the same.  He believes that if two parties are alike with respect to a form (identity; 
category; definition), then they should be given equality under the law and/or other systems of 
organization.  His logic follows a certain mathematical balance: if Party A receives damages by 
fault of Party B, then under distributive justice Party B should pay the full price prescribed by the 
law, thus attaining formal equality.  For this to apply, both parties must be alike.  Aristotle states:  
[S]ince the equal is intermediate, the just will be an intermediate.  Now equality implies 
at least two things.  The just, then, must be both intermediate and equal and relative.  And 
since the equal [is] intermediate it must be between certain things; equal, it involves two 
things; qua just, it is for certain people.  The just, therefore, involves at least four terms; 
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for the persons for whom it is in fact just are two, and the things in which it is manifested, 
the objects distributed, are two. (Arist. EN V.3, 1131a4-16, trans. Ross)  
Aristotle was a balanced philosopher, and he especially used symmetry and proportionality in 
qualifying what was ethical.  Definitions that identify forms are accounted for, and their number, 
in relationship to one another, are also factored into his philosophical equations.  It can be readily 
seen that his works perpetuate into the modern establishment, serving as a great philosophical 
prototype for prominent western institutions.  Even so, disparate times make interpretation 
particularly important to ensure proper continuity of thought and process.  
Formal Equality and Distributive Justice are terms used almost interchangeably without 
consequence.  Formal equality for Aristotle was a balance between extremes in a democratic, 
social system.  Distributive justice is the avenue through which wronged groups re-attain formal 
equality.  This interpretation, in fact, serves as the maxim for the modern conception of justice 
and the premise of the American Justice system.  For if two parties are alike, for instance both 
parties are American citizens, then the two can be compared and any justice rendered is 
appropriate because both parties are the same in at least one qualification.  Aristotle’s rather 
mathematical proportionality comes into play when what has been taken, or what wrong has 
been done, is judged to be redistributed amongst the parties.  Assets are defined as the forms 
which, after a predicate action, are disproportional between the parties.  They can be physical 
property, liquid or non-liquid assets, identity, or other entity that can incur a categorical loss or 
damage, or violation.   
The assets (forms) are distributed in what is most just, according to the judicial system.  
This is the second qualifying clause towards fulfilling equality amongst groups, in the eyes of 
Aristotle. Once parties have been clearly delineated, the burden then becomes establishing (1) 
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which party has lost assets and (2) what legal precedent applies to the redistribution of said 
assets.   
Here lies an important key to interpreting this text: Aristotle assumes that the punishment 
(redistribution of the forms amongst the parties) prescribed by the law is inherently lucid and 
morally sound.  The law of today is not the same as the law of ancient times.  The most 
significant burden in ensuring consistent understanding of formal equality rests in re-evaluating 
and interpreting ancient texts for equivalent meaning in the contemporary context.   
This burden specifically begins in accounting for the American court’s corruption and 
bias, which has been noted by a substantial compilation of reviewed legal literature.  Therefore, a 
certain level of caution should be practiced when interpreting Aristotle’s quick usage of the law.  
Though the usage of the courts can still be generally applicable, even in today’s legal climate, for 
most cases, and the usage of the courts to settle disputes almost ubiquitously requires the 
sanctioned de jure powers of the courts.  
The aforementioned interpretation, however, can still be elucidated in a simple scenario 
that best manages possible bias and remains adherent to the general form Aristotle employs.  
Take for instance: Party A runs a stop sign and causes x-damage to Party B.  According to 
Aristotle’s formal equality, justice is appropriate because they fall under the purview of the 
American courts; since qualification has been met, Party B should do what has be prescribed by 
the law to make all assets equal again.  In this instance, the court may give a citation and order 
Party B to pay damages to Party A.  The damage incurred would be the negative distribution of 
assets (Part A losses value because of Party B’s negligence); and, the payment for x-damage 
readjusts the disproportion to attain equality between the two parties (Part B pays for the lost 
value).  Four defined forms are required for the rule of distributive justice to be enacted; two 
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similar parties and two delineated, quantified respective assets.  One must be depreciated, thus 
creating an imbalance of equality.  The predicate action initiates the qualification for formal 
equality to be attained by distributive justice. 
For Philadelphia, the specifics of the wrongful termination case directly apply to the 
definition of formal equality.  There are four entities that are involved, fulfilling formal 
equality’s first clause in the Aristotelian qualifications.  Firstly, the two legal parties serve as the 
definition’s required two groups: Andrew Beckett (and by extension, his lawyer, Joe Miller) and 
his former employers/law firm; the disproportionate assets under question concern personhood of 
both parties, but specifically Andrew Beckett’s personhood.  
This specific case is admittedly more complex than the aforementioned example.  It 
should be noted that Beckett’s former employers did not gain ‘personhood,’ but rather, 
personhood, which is defined prima facie as one’s human dignity and right to flourishing, was 
violated in his wrongful termination.  This violation of his right to flourish (i.e., to pursue a 
career and rightfully gain a living) can signify a loss of assets for the sake of more perfectly 
adhering to the philosophical framework.  Further, this constituted a loss of assets because (1) 
Aristotle’s definition of formal equality especially concerns the right to flourish, as “[w]hat is 
allegedly at stake here is our developing a moral virtue that is essential to the well-being of 
society, as well as to the flourishing of any human being” (Pomerleau) and (2), Andrew 
Beckett’s employment was negligently ended because he had an identity which was stigmatized 
by the AIDS epidemic.  Formal equality is fully satiated by the redistribution of assets so that all 
parties are once again equal.  In this sense, it was the case’s conclusion and Beckett’s win that 
fully satisfied formal equality and thus completed the film’s instantiation of Aristotle’s ethics.   
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The attainment of social justice, as displayed in Philadelphia, lies on the shoulders of the 
Aristotelian ethics that influence the American judicial system.  Given that American justice is 
built on his ethical philosophy, as has been exemplified, it is appropriate to surmise that 
Aristotle’s work is clearly the best lens for which to analyze the film.  Whereas other systems of 
equality certainly fit into different aspects of Philadelphia’s overriding narrative and drama, no 
other philosopher or philosophical system is so clearly instantiated and represented in the film’s 
narrative and through Beckett’s legal case, than Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. 
The film lays the groundwork to show that the case qualifies for formal equality under 
Aristotle’s definition of distributive justice when Miller explains that Beckett was a human 
person with the same rights guaranteed under the Constitution, thus forth signifying the rule of 
law.  Miller exclaims:  
We’re standing here in Philadelphia, the city of brotherly love, the birthplace of freedom, 
where the founding fathers authored the Declaration of Independence, and I don’t recall 
that glorious document saying anything about all straight men are created equal.  I 
believe it says all men are created equal. (1:05:37) 
This short monologue from Joe Miller, accentuated by his expression and the camera placement 
above the courtroom, further unravels the cases’ qualification for distributive justice under the 
Aristotelian prototype.  It is effective as an emotional appeal as well, and certainly connects the 
audience to the case—helping the film augment its Aristotelian instantiation by using emotional 
appeal.  
 To clearly satiate the final requirement for formal equality and distributive justice, it was 
noted in court by Miller that Beckett did not have difficulty performing his duties satisfactorily.  
In Court Scene 1, Miller attested to Witness 1, saying: “In that [sworn] deposition, you said that 
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‘you were impressed and delighted with the quality of Andrew Beckett’s work.’” (50:48).  
Additionally, Andrew Beckett was given the lead on the firm’s largest account to-date, further 
displaying his ability and professional competence as a lawyer.   
The film makes notable effort to make this evident throughout the early parts of the plot 
when Andrew Beckett is still in good standing with his firm.  Lighting is brighter and actor 
expressions around him convey a tight-knit, professional work environment.  Even Beckett 
seems happier as his expressions, monologue, and demeanor are light and energetic with the 
excitement of a young lawyer landing his first landmark case.  
 Beckett had gainful employment and was a passionate, inspired individual wanting to 
make his mark on the world—his employment termination was distinctly a violation of his right 
to flourishing and therefore a violation of his personhood; thus, the film satisfies the second and 
final piece to qualify for distributive justice by (1) showing the predicate action and most 
importantly (2) the loss of a categorical asset.  In short: the writers of Philadelphia used 
Beckett’s loss of his dignity of work, loss of flourishing, and violation of personhood by 
wrongful termination to qualify for the disproportional assets between Beckett (Party A) and his 
former firm (Party B). 
 Finally, Beckett wins his case at the end of the film, but his death marks the final 
conclusion of the story.  This is most likely cinematically significant, as writers can death to 
signify great achievement or the conclusion of great melodrama.  Nevertheless, Beckett’s win 
shows that distributive justice was attained, finally depicting that Aristotle’s ethics fulfilled the 
example set out by Aristotle’s qualifications for justice.    
Although the film was generally welcomed by the gay community, it was still bashed by 
queer literature for the film employing straight men who gave a rather weak portrayal of what it 
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was really like to be gay in the 1980’s, much less being infected with the HIV virus.  
Nevertheless, Philadelphia still attempts to prove to the American audience that gay persons are 
equal under the Constitution, and that the logical Aristotelian basis of equality is connected to 
social and legal protection under constitutional law.  Philadelphia continues to be hailed as one 
of the great cinematic milestones for LGBT representation in the media and in Hollywood.  It 
clearly and effortlessly connected the structure and definition of formal equality to Beckett’s 
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